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a b s t r a c t
Structural and functional neuroimaging have substantively informed the pathophysiology of numerous adult
neurological and psychiatric disorders. While structural neuroimaging is readily acquired in sedated young children, pediatric application of functional neuroimaging has been limited by the behavioral demands of in-scanner
task performance. Here, we investigated whether functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) acquired during natural sleep and without experimental stimulation offers a viable strategy for studying young children. We
targeted the lengthy epoch of non-rapid eye movement, stage 3 (NREM3) sleep typically observed at sleep onset
in sleep-deprived children. Seven healthy, preschool-aged children (24–58 months) were studied, acquiring
fMRI measurements of cerebral blood ﬂow (CBF) and of intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs), with concurrent
sleep-stage monitoring. ICN data (T2* fMRI) were reliably obtained during NREM3 sleep; CBF data (arterial spin
labeled fMRI) were not reliably obtained, as scanner noises disrupted sleep. Applying independent component
analysis (ICA) to T2* data, distinct ICNs were observed which corresponded closely with those reported in the
adult literature. Notably, a network associated with orthography in adults was not observed, suggesting that
ICNs exhibit a developmental trajectory. We conclude that resting-state fMRI obtained in sleep is a promising
paradigm for neurophysiological investigations of young children.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Pediatric-onset neurological disorders (PODs) increase medical and
educational costs, worsen educational outcomes, and diminish life-time
earning potential, relative to typically developing children (SEEP,
2004). Although PODs are steadily increasing in diagnostic frequency,
the pathophysiology of many PODs is poorly understood (CDC, 2008;
Khan and Faraone, 2006). Consequently, biomarkers enabling early diagnosis and intervention are few. Structural and functional neuroimaging
investigations have increased our understanding of the pathophysiology
of numerous adult neurological and psychiatric disorders, suggesting
that the same could prove true for childhood-onset disorders. While
structural neuroimaging is readily applied in young children (typically
with sedation), pediatric application of functional neuroimaging has
been limited by the behavioral demands of in-scanner task performance
(Jones et al., 2009; Mercadillo et al., 2012; Sava and Yurgelun-Todd,
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2008). The task-minus-control experimental paradigm of functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), as typically performed, requires
active participation by the subject and nearly complete between-scan
head stability. Obtaining adequate task-control fMRI data in awake
children under the age of 5 years, particularly those suspected of having
POD, is effectively impossible.
Natural sleep offers a promising alternative for fMRI investigations
of young children. Natural sleep consists of a repeating progression of
stages characterized by varying degrees of neuronal activity and physical immobility (Iber et al., 2007). The deepest sleep stage, non-rapid eye
movement 3 (NREM3), is a plausible target for sleep imaging both
because the arousal threshold is highest and because spontaneous
motions are minimized. NREM3 typically occurs early in the night (1st
third), with the longest epochs coming shortly after sleep onset.
NREM3 is prominent in children and decreases in duration with
advancing age (Gaudreau et al., 2001). In children, sleep deprivation
signiﬁcantly reduces the latency from sleep onset to NREM3 (Sheldon
et al., 1992). Sleep has successfully been used to obtain immobility for
anatomical MRI in pediatric populations (Giedd et al., 1999, 2000).
Task-activation fMRI during sleep (using auditory stimuli) has been
reported in infants and toddlers, but without sleep stage monitoring
(Anderson et al., 2001; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2002; Eyler et al.,
2012; Redcay and Courchesne, 2008; Redcay et al., 2008). Deeper
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sleep stages would be expected to exhibit weaker stimulus-driven
neural responses, but also to be less confounded by motion artifact
and arousal. As an alternative to task-activation fMRI, many neurophysiological variables can be meaningfully measured during eyes-closed
rest, detecting developmental and disease-related regional alterations,
as follows (Connor et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2009).
Resting-state alterations in cerebral blood ﬂow (CBF), cerebral blood
volume, blood transit time, cerebral metabolic rates of glucose and
oxygen, oxygen extraction fraction, and other physiological variables
have been employed for decades to detect regional abnormalities in
neurological and psychiatric disorders (Drevets et al., 2002). For many
years, these physiological variables could only be measured using
radiotracers, i.e., with exposure to ionizing radiation. More recently,
advances in fMRI methods allow several hemodynamic and metabolic
variables to be quantiﬁed without radiation exposure, thereby making
them acceptable for routine use in children (Silva and Paiva, 2009). Of
these fMRI techniques, CBF as measured by arterial spin labeling (ASL)
is the most well validated and widely available. Developmental changes
in whole-brain and regional CBF can be detected using ASL fMRI, as well
as with H215O-positron-emission tomography (Chugani, 1998).
Intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs), also termed resting-state
networks (RSNs), are a neurophysiological phenomenon ﬁrst
reported using (and still most readily detected by) blood oxygen
level dependent (BOLD) fMRI (Biswal et al., 1995). ICNs are extracted
from BOLD images by virtue of the temporal coherence of spontaneous ﬂuctuations in T2* signal (a mixture of hemodynamic and
metabolic variables) in structurally and functionally connected brain
regions (Beckmann et al., 2005). ICN's were originally detected by
region seeding, i.e., selecting a brain region and computing its covariance with all other brain voxels. Alternatively, ICNs can be extracted
by independent component analysis (ICA), a fully data-driven procedure
that ranks networks by temporal coherence. Both approaches can distinguish between patient and control populations (Greicius et al., 2007;
Hoffman et al., 2011). Furthermore, at least some ICNs are present during
natural sleep in infants, suggesting that both approaches should work
with pre-school aged children (Gao et al., 2009).
The purpose of the present investigation was to test the feasibility of obtaining useful resting-state fMRI data during natural sleep in
preschool-aged children. In particular, we targeted the ﬁrst epoch of
NREM3 after sleep onset, using in-scanner electrophysiological
monitoring to conﬁrm sleep stage. Anatomical (T1-weighted) and
two types of physiological (fMRI) MRI data were obtained: BOLD
(T2*) image volumes for ICN analysis; and, ASL image volumes
for CBF analysis. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst report of
in-scanner sleep dynamics in a pediatric population. Furthermore,
we believe this is the ﬁrst paper to investigate ICNs in preschoolaged children.
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were mildly sleep deprived by limiting daytime naps. Children were put
to bed by their parent(s) in a child-friendly bedroom adjacent to the
MRI suite. When judged by the parent(s) to be deeply asleep, the
child was carried to the MRI suite and prepared for imaging. Preparations included placing noise-reduction ear plugs, adhesive electrodes
and foam head restraints.
Sleep-stage monitoring
MRI-compatible, carbon-ﬁber electrodes were placed frontally to
monitor the electroencephalogram (EEG) and periorbitally to monitor
the electro-oculogram (EOG). Two frontal channels were placed, one
monitored and one used to quickly change monitored lead when needed. Data were acquired using a commercially available, digital recording
system (Biopac™, Goleta, CA). Sleep stage was assessed prior to and
immediately following each image-acquisition epoch, as recording
channels saturated with scanner noise during image acquisition.
Sleep-stage was determined in an ongoing manner by an investigator
trained in pediatric sleep-stage scoring (JM). Research staff remained
in the scanning suite and in tactile contact (hand on leg) with the
children throughout image-data acquisition, to detect arousal. An
in-scanner, infra-red video camera (with a monitor adjacent to the
MRI console) was also used to detect arousal.
Image acquisition
MRI data were obtained on a 3T Siemens TIM-Trio (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), using a standard 12-channel
head coil as a RF receiver and the integrated circularly polarized
body coil as the RF transmitter. T1-weighted images were acquired
using the MPRAGE pulse sequence with TR / TE = 2200 / 2.72 ms,
ﬂip angle = 13°, TI = 766 ms, and volumes = 208, 1 mm3 voxel size.
BOLD (T2*-weighted) images were acquired with TR / TE = 3000 / 30,
ﬂip angle = 90°, and volumes = 100, 2 × 2 × 4 mm3 spatial resolution.
CBF ASL images were obtained with TR / TE = 4780 / 23 ms, ﬂip
angle = 90°, 4 mm slice thickness, and volumes = 32 with each time
point taking 4.8 s.
Scans were obtained in prioritized order (Fig. 1), with the localizer
and T1-weighted anatomical scans being obtained ﬁrst. Functional
scans were obtained thereafter, in the order of in-scanner loudness.
The T2* protocol, with an in-scanner loudness of 106 dB (A), was
obtained second. The ASL sequence, with an in-scanner loudness of
114 dB (A), was performed third. While all MRI sequences produce
loud “banging” sounds as the gradients are energized, the T1 and
T2* sequences are repetitive and rhythmic, making them less likely
to cause arousal. The ASL sequence, by contrast, is more dysrhythmic,
with abrupt loudness transitions at shifts between the labeling and
recording phases.

Methods
Data analysis
Participants and participant preparations
Participants were typically developing children between the ages of
24 and 58 months serving as controls for a larger fMRI study on autism.
Children were administered the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule — Revised. All scores were below diagnostic thresholds. To
qualify, children had to score below diagnostic thresholds on both the
language and social subscales. Additionally, language samples were
obtained during ADOS — R testing and seven children used phrase
speech. These seven all underwent sleep-onset fMRI with electrophysiological sleep-stage monitoring. Table 1 shows the ages and genders of
the seven participants. This study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio. Parents provided permission for their children's participation.
Participants were brought to the imaging suite by their parent(s) at
or after their typical bedtime, typically around 8:00–9:00 p.m. Children

ICNs were computed using the FMRIB MELODIC software package,
as follows. T1-weighted anatomical images were preprocessed using
the brain extraction tool (BET) to remove skull and non-brain tissues
(Jenkinson et al., 2005). FMRIB's MELODIC was then run on the T2*
weighted BOLD images using a high pass ﬁlter of 100 s. MCFLIRT motion
correction, brain extraction, and spatial smoothing of 5 mm FWHM
were conducted (Jenkinson et al., 2002). Multi-session temporal
concatenation with a ﬁxed dimensionality of 20 components was
conducted on group-wise data (Beckmann et al., 2005; Smith et al.,
2011). Registration of T2* BOLD images to anatomical images was
done with a normal search and 7° of freedom. Registered brains were
then converted into standard space using a resampling resolution of
4 mm. ICNs were behaviorally interpreted by reference to independent
component analysis of the BrainMap database, as described by Smith et
al. (2009).
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Table 1
Participants with in-scanner sleep-stage monitoring. Seven subjects participated in this study, ranging in age from 24 to 58 months. Age = post-natal months. All seven subjects
contributed to sleep-stage analysis. All seven participants underwent in-scanner sleep-stage monitoring with EEG, EOG and video monitoring. Acquisition time = minutes of fMRI
data acquired in NREM3 sleep for Session 1 (S1) and Session 2 (S2). Sessions = number of scanning session per child. Sequences = number of image-acquisition epochs initiated
per child. Arousals = number of conﬁrmed arousals, either brief (B) or full (F). Arousal cause = cause of full arousals, where P = subject preparation; ASL = ASL pulse-sequence
acquisition; and T2* = T2* pulse-sequence acquisition.
Child

Age

Gender

Acquisition time (S1; S2)

Sessions

Sequences

Arousals (B; F)

Arousal cause:

1
2
3
4
5a
6
7

24
29
35
39
53a
56
58

F
M
M
M
F
F
M

49.1
62.833
52.983
39.183
33.933
82.033
54.6

2
2
1
2
2
2
2

5
9
5
7
5
9
9

0;
0;
1;
4;
2;
2;
0;

P, ASL, P
ASL
P, ASL, ASL
P, T2*, P, P, ASL, ASL
P, T2*, P, P, ASL, P
T2*, ASL, ASL
T2*, ASL

a

(49.1; 0.0)
(0.0; 62.833)
(52.983; n/a)
(34.017; 5.167)
(33.933; 0.0)
(53.133; 28.9)
(41.683; 12.917)

3
1
3
6
6
3
2

Subject excluded from ICN analysis due to insufﬁcient T2* data.

Results
In-scanner sleep stage
MRI data were successfully acquired only in the NREM3 sleep
stage. Our young, sleep-deprived participants tended to fall rapidly
into NREM3 and to remain in that state for extended periods of
time. Despite there being only a one EEG and one EOG, sleep stage was
clearly detectable when the leads were not saturated with MRI radiofrequency energy. NREM3 image-acquisition epochs of 30–50 min were
common (Table 1). When image acquisition was attempted in lighter
sleep stages (NREM2 and REM), children immediately aroused fully.
Arousals
Arousals of two types were observed: brief and full. Brief arousals
were incomplete awakenings lasting 2–5 s and not requiring removal from the scanner. These were observed chieﬂy by EEG/EOG and
were relatively uncommon (9 episodes; Table 1). Additional brief
arousals may have occurred during image-acquisition epochs, but
would not have been detected due to channel saturation.
Full arousals were complete awakenings, being observed behaviorally as well as by EEG/EOG. Full arousals were more common
than brief arousals, with 24 full-arousals being recorded. The most
common cause of full arousal was subject preparation, most notably
placement of earplugs and adhesive electrodes. The second most
common cause of full arousal was the initiation of an ASL sequence.
Arousals during the T2* sequence were uncommon, despite their
duration (multiple 15-min epochs) being much longer than the ASL
sequences (2.5-min epochs).
Sleep-state image acquisition
All seven children were successfully imaged during natural sleep, for
at least part of the imaging protocol. In all seven children, T1-weighted
anatomical scans suitable for spatial normalization of the functional
images were obtained. Motion in all completed scans was minimal,
with mean relative displacement ranging from 0.05 to 0.1 mm

(mean = 0.072, SD = 0.012). In six of the seven children, at least two
15-min epochs of T2* images suitable for ICN analysis were obtained.
In the seventh child, 15 min of T2* data were obtained. ASL CBF image
acquisition proved the most problematic to obtain, as all seven children
were fully awakened by sequence onset in at least one imaging session.
Useful ASL data were obtained only in three subjects.
Intrinsic connectivity networks
Each included subject provided 600 brain volumes for analysis. At a
dimensionality of 20, ICA applied to twelve, 15-min T2* image volumes
from 6 subjects (2 per subject) extracted 18 non-artifactual ICNs. Of
these, the ten accounting for the most variance are illustrated in Fig. 2.
The ICNs observed here in sleeping children corresponded closely both
to those reported in 35 awake, resting-state healthy adults and to those
observed by applying ICA analysis on the data from the BrainMap database, a large (~33,000 subjects) task-state data set (Fox and Lancaster,
2002; Smith et al., 2009). Table 2 lists the observed pediatric ICNs ranked
by variance accounted for and the closest analog (by spatial pattern) from
adult networks. The rank order of the ICNs (based on % variance
accounted for) differed between the groups. For example, ICN1 in the
present study most closely matches the adult ICN9, as reported by
Smith et al. (2009). One notable difference between the pediatric ICNs
reported here and the adult ICNs reported by Smith et al. (2009) is
the absence of Smith's ICN3, associated with orthographic processing.
Discussion
The most fundamental observation of the present study is that interpretable resting-state functional MRI images can be obtained during
natural, unsedated sleep and without experimental interventions
(i.e. without stimulation or task performance) in preschool-aged
children (25–58 months). Structural MRI was also successfully
obtained during NREM3 sleep, allowing for successful registration
to the BOLD images. For approximately 1 h following sleep onset in
mildly sleep-deprived toddlers, sleep consisted almost entirely of
stage NREM3. In this sleep stage, T2* BOLD fMRI images were readily
acquired. T2* BOLD data during NREM3 provided ICNs quite similar to

Fig. 1. Image-data acquisition time line. Prep = subject preparation, including placement of sound-attenuating ear plugs, adhesive electrodes, and foam head restraints.
Localizer = anatomical localization scan to position the imaging volume. T1 = T1-weighted anatomical scan. T2* = 15 min BOLD image-volume acquisition for ICN analysis.
ASL = 2.5 min arterial spin labeled acquisition. The number of epochs of T2* (1–3) and ASL data (3–5) varied across subjects, depending on sleep duration. SS = sleep-stage
determination, which was performed between all imaging epochs.
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Fig. 2. Intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs). The ten ICNs accounting for the greatest variance in seven, soundly sleeping (NREM3), preschool-aged children (24–58 months) are
illustrated (p ≤ 0.05). The ICNs observed here in sleeping children corresponded closely both to those reported in 35 awake, resting-state healthy adults and to those observed by
applying ICA analysis on the data from the BrainMap database (Fox and Lancaster, 2002), a large (~33,000 subjects) task-state data set (Smith et al., 2009). Table 2 lists the observed
pediatric ICNs ranked by variance accounted for and the closest analog (by spatial pattern) from adult networks.

those observed in adults, with exceptions which suggest a development
trajectory. Acquisition of the louder, less rhythmic ASL CBF fMRI
sequence was problematic, typically interrupting sleep. This suggests

that fMRI acquired during natural sleep, and particularly ICN analysis
of T2* BOLD images, offer a promising paradigm for investigating
normal brain development and the neuropathophysiology of PODs.
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Table 2
Intrinsic connectivity networks (ICNs). ICN rank = ICN rank order by explained variance (p ≤ 0.05). Smith ICN = rank order of ICN's reported by Smith et al. (2009)
based on concurrent ICA analysis of 35 healthy controls and the BrainMap database
(Fox and Lancaster, 2002). Behavioral domain = functional properties of each ICN,
as determined by behavioral meta-data in the BrainMap database associated with
each ICN.
ICN
rank

Explained
variance

Total
variance

Smith
ICN

Behavioral domain

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

16.1299
7.40104
7.14941
6.77173
6.32618
5.42852
5.32772
5.30576
5.26252
5.04266

7.51616
3.4487
3.33145
3.15546
2.94785
2.52956
2.48259
2.47236
2.4522
2.34976

9
8
6
X
10
7
14
4
5
1

Pain perception
Executive control
Sensorimotor
Pons & medulla oblongata
Cognitive & language
Auditory
Basal ganglia and cerebellum
Default mode network
Cerebellum
Vision: motion & space

Sleep-stage monitoring
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst report of sleep-stage monitoring
during MRI in children. Sleep-stage monitoring during anatomical MRI
is unnecessary, as level of sleep would not alter anatomical studies,
other than by affecting subject mobility. Functional studies, on the
other hand, will almost certainly be affected by sleep stage. For
task-activation fMRI (e.g., auditory stimulation during sleep), depth of
sleep will likely determine the amplitude of neural responses and,
thereby, the magnitude of the observed fMRI activations. For fMRI ICN
studies, the spatial pattern of the observed networks will likely be
unaltered by depth of sleep, as networks observed at rest mimic those
used during task performance. Resting-state and task-state ICA analyses
provide similar network decompositions. On the other hand, the temporal coherence of individual networks may well differ between wakefulness and deep sleep, potentially explaining the differences in ICN
rank order observed here (Table 2).
As anticipated, our sleep-deprived, young (24–58 months) subject
sample exhibited prolonged epochs of NREM3 sleep starting rapidly
after sleep onset. In this sleep stage, anatomical MRI and T2* fMRI
(for ICN analysis) were reliably obtained. ASL fMRI (for CBF analysis)
was not reliably obtained, as the noise generated by this substantially
louder and less rhythmic sequence (with distinct labeling and
read-out phases) routinely aroused the children.
An unanticipated observation was that intermediate sleep stages
were not observed. When children were roused by scanner noise,
they roused fully and needed to be returned to their parents for
comforting and (at the parents discretion) re-establishment of sleep.
This observation suggests that sleep-stage monitoring may be unnecessary, as a sleep-deprived child sleeping during fMRI can be presumed to
be in NREM3 sleep, at least based on our 7-subject sample. If this is a
reliable generalization, eliminating sleep-stage monitoring in future
studies could substantially decrease the subject burden of this study
as well as increase success rate. The majority of full arousals were
caused by subject preparation (Table 1), most notably the placement
of adhesive electrodes for sleep-stage monitoring. It is possible, albeit
unlikely, that a child exited NREM3 brieﬂy and returned to NREM3
during an imaging sequence. This is most likely to have occurred during
the longer T2* acquisition. Fortunately, when sleep stage transitions
occur in a sleep center setting, they are frequently preceded by a brief
arousal (Sheldon et al., 1992). We believe that this brief arousal, when
it occurred during data acquisition in the MRI, resulted in full awakening (see Table 1.). However, if REM sleep did occur, undetected, during
the resting state MRI, we would expect the order of ICNs to be altered
with visual networks accounting for more variability and frontal,
executive networks accounting for less variability. We did not see visual
networks increasing in ICN rank.

ICNs
The spatial patterns of the ICNs observed in deeply sleeping young
children corresponded closely to those observed in awake adults, with
some exceptions. The rank order observed was markedly different
(Table 2). Given that the temporal coherence of individual ICN's varies
with cognitive state (Fransson et al., 2009) it would be expected that
it would vary with depth of sleep and, potentially, with ﬂuctuations in
the cognitive content (including dreams) of sleep. Additionally, there
were some variations in ICN pattern. For example, ICN4 in our study including pons and medulla oblongata was not found in Smith et al.
(2009). We believe that it is a representation of the reticular activating
system's role in sleep maintenance. Additionally, a visual-system ICN
strongly implicated in orthography (ICN3 from Smith et al., 2009)
was not observed. This suggests a developmental trajectory of ICNs –
e.g., with orthographic-network connectivity being augmented by the
process of learning to read – which could potentially be used to characterize normal development as well investigate developmental delays
and therapeutic interventions.
The similarities found in the networks of our sleeping children to
established networks in adults (Smith et al., 2009) are striking. In
terms of the variance explained by each ICN, ICN1 corresponds well
to pain perception in both fMRI activation studies and resting-state
imaging in adults. ICN2 corresponds to executive control tasks, ICN3
to sensorimotor demands, ICN5 to cognitive and language tasks,
ICN6 to audition, ICN7 to basal ganglia and cerebellum, ICN8 to the
default mode network, ICN9 to cerebellum and ICN10 to visual processing of spatial and motion information. ICN4, the reticular activating system, was not represented in the published adult data, likely
because is not needed to maintain rest or to perform in-scanner tasks.
Two additional possible sources of differences between the rank
order of the ICNs observed here and those reported in adults deserve
mention. First, our subject sample is admittedly small (n = 6). Mitigating this, the acquisition duration (30 min) is substantially longer
than the 8–10 min acquisitions often reported in the literature. The
longer acquisition duration adds data points, increasing statistical
strength without increasing sample size. We have 600 brain volumes
per child for a total of 3600 brain volumes. The ICN calculation is
based upon total volumes, not sample size. Second, because of the
smaller brain/head size of pediatric subject sample, we were able to
obtain the entire brain in all subjects. Functional MRI studies in adults
frequently fail to obtain the more caudal portions of the cerebellum
and brainstem.
The current version of the ICN analysis package used here (FSL,
MELODIC) does not accommodate between-subject variation in scan
duration. In the present study, two 15-min epochs of T2* data were
acquired in 6 of 7 subjects, with the 7th subject having only one
epoch. Based on the observation that most arousals occur at transitions in pulse sequences, we would recommend a single, 30-min
T2* acquisition epoch. 30 min should provide sufﬁcient data for
robust (potentially per-subject) analysis, ﬁt comfortably within the
typical NREM3 duration observed (Table 1), and minimize the risk
of arousal.
ASL
The success rate of acquiring ASL CBF data was fairly poor. This
pulse sequence is signiﬁcantly louder and less rhythmic than the
T1-weighted and T2* pulse sequences, routinely arousing the subjects
from sleep. While our experience might be taken to suggest that pursuing ASL CBF imaging in children is unproductive, it is known that
brain hemodynamics and metabolism change dramatically throughout childhood (Chugani, 1998). We would argue that fMRI studies
of brain blood ﬂow in sleeping children should be pursued. Acquiring
ASL CBF data immediately after sleep onset (rather than after 30 min
or more of T2* imaging, as we did) may well improve the likelihood of
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success. Additionally, any pulse-sequence modiﬁcations that could
lower the decibel level of the in-scanner noise would be highly
beneﬁcial.
Imaging biomarker development
A signiﬁcant priority for many PODs is the development of reliable
diagnostic biomarkers. Structural and functional brain imaging offers
considerable promise in this regard. To date, however, imaging studies
in POD populations have chieﬂy enrolled adults. This is problematic
on two counts. First, imaging in adults does not contribute to the
development of imaging-based diagnostic tools useful at disease
onset. Second, compensatory strategies employed over a lifetime
almost certainly will modify brain structure and function, making
studies in adults even less representative. Consequently, we encourage
the continued development of fMRI-based measures of brain development in young children, with the expectation that some will yield
diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers. For very young children,
imaging during sleep appears to be a viable way forward.
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